STORY AND JOURNEY
We engage in multi-line businesses in the animation-related industry, with the primary focus
on the trading and marketing of animated stories penned down by different authors across the
globe with the provision of value-added services.
Under the leadership and vision of Mr. Amal Sharma, our Founder, Chief Executive Officer
and Executive Director, and with a view to enhancing and diversifying our core businesses,
we are developing into the movie production in UK, Andora and India. Our first project in
this business is the first ever MOTION BOOK – known as VHR (View, Hear and Read)
We also develop the multimedia animation entertainment business in the areas of (i) movie
investment and production; (ii) music animation concerts; and (iii) online entertainment and
mobile applications. Our movie investment and production business has yet to provide any
revenue contribution. Nevertheless, our team believe that these new business initiatives form
an extension of our core businesses and an integral part of our strategic progression in the
animation-related industry with an aim to promoting and cross-selling our different lines of
business and creating synergies among them.
Led by a team of passionate and talented artists and professionals, Alpen Design Studio
Limited delivers innovative and dynamic animations to help bring our clients’ visions to life.
We’re proud of our excellent track record of creating engaging and original animations
through a combination of traditional techniques and modern technologies.
The Alpen Design Studio Ltd has a mission to improvediscover some of the projects we’ve
worked on and see how our qualified and experienced Design & Animation Studio can take
client's project to the next level.. This could not happen with one single action; it is a
sequence of purposeful measures. For this purpose 22,500,000 TWEX Tokens at 0.20 Euros
each, representing 4,500,000 Euros will be available for sale during the ICO in the
aforementioned mission by giving power to the investors.
CORPORATE GOAL


To become a revenue generating and profitable company within 5 years.



To provide a platform whereas anybody can log in, input his or her story and choose
from an extensive database of images, data and sound that will, when put together,
create an animation of the story – possibility for anyone to create his or her own
MOTION BOOK. Creation of the database has already started and is expected to last
three years thus giving us the time to generate a big enough word to image association
library.

The Offering
Alpen Design Studio Ltd is a client company of TWEX Ltd the ICO campaign will be
launched on the TAG World Exchange platform and incentivize long-term holding by
providing an additional income stream for TWEX Token holders.
ICO will be performed for 22,500,000 TWEX Tokens at 0.20 Euros value each for a total to
be raised of: 4,500,000 Euros (Four Million, Five hundred Thousand Euros)

TWEX Tokens
TWEX Tokens are issued by TAG World Exchange. TWEX Tokens are utilities tokens to
enable the using of the TWEX services and development of a fruitful ecosystem with token
holders and funded companies. TWEX Tokens are proof of membership of their holders in
the TWEX Ecosystem and entitled them benefit from prom profit generated by the payment
of all Funded Companies of 1.5% of their Gross Sales. However, under no circumstances
TWEX Token holders can be considered as shareholders of the TAG World Exchange,
TWEX Ltd, TAG Investment Bankers Ltd, TWEX Ltd Portugal branch and/or any of their
associated companies. TWEX Tokens are not and shall not be considered as securities.
Each TWEX Token holder is entitled to a portion (1/500,000,000) of the net profits generated
by the TWEX Ecosystem. Said profit is generated by the collation of all funds paid by
companies that benefitted from the initial investment derived from the ICO. Alpen Design
Studio Ltd is obligated to pay TWEX Ltd 1.5 % of total sales.
One percent to be distributed among TWEX Token holders and half a percent to be used by
TWEX Ltd to ensure that TWEX continues to exist.
Each Token acquirer receives smart contracts for capital and interest + pro-rated number of
tokens based on amount invested.
TWEX allows to run decentralized code with smart contracts, enabling reliable services and
payments handling. ‘Smart Contracts are a central component to blockchain platforms.’ With
such self-executing contract, single party manipulation is averted because control over the
execution of the smart contract is no longer possible due to the execution being no longer in
the hands of a single party. Hence, it could be said that smart contracts give us autonomy,
trust, speed and safety. TWEX smart contracts are computer protocols that facilitate, verify,
negotiate and close contracts between individuals and their partner, partially self-executing
and self-enforcing.

